It is wellknown that mine gas gushing forecasting is very significant to ensure the safety of mining. A wavelet-based robust relevance vector machine based on sensor data scheduling control for modeling mine gas gushing forecasting is presented in the paper. Morlet wavelet function can be used as the kernel function of robust relevance vector machine. Mean percentage error has been used to measure the performance of the proposed method in this study. As the mean prediction error of mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is less than 1.5%, and the mean prediction error of mine gas gushing of the RVM model is more than 2.5%, it can be seen that the prediction accuracy for mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is better than that of the RVM model.
Introduction
It is wellknown that mine gas gushing forecasting is very significant to ensure the safety of mining [1] [2] [3] . The study results elaborate that the influencing factors of mine gas gushing mainly include buried depth of coal seam, thickness of coal seam, gas content of coal seam, distance of coal seam, daily advance, and day output [4] [5] [6] . Artificial neural networks [7] [8] [9] have been applied to mine gas gushing forecasting. However, the forecasting results of artificial neural networks are poor due to their shortcomings including over-fitting and local maximum.
A wavelet-based robust relevance vector machine based on sensor data scheduling control for modeling mine gas gushing forecasting is presented in this paper. Relevance vector machine is a kind of improved support vector machine [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , which is based on a Bayesian framework. Morlet wavelet function can be used as the kernel function of robust relevance vector machine.
In the study, the experimental data are employed to study the prediction ability for mine gas gushing. The five factors including buried depth of coal seam, thickness of coal seam, lithology of roof, thickness of bed rock, and ratio of sand and rock are used as the input features of the WRRVM model, and mine gas gushing is used as the output of the WRRVM model. Before the training samples are created, the experimental data must be normalized. Then, the training samples are created. Mean percentage error has been used to measure the performance of the proposed method in this study. As the mean prediction error of mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is less than 1.5%, and the mean prediction error of mine gas gushing of the RVM model is more than 2.5%, it can be seen that the prediction accuracy for mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is better than that of the RVM model. Therefore, the WRRVM model is very suitable for mine gas gushing prediction.
Wavelet-Based Robust Relevance Vector Machine
The regression function of relevance vector machine can be described as follows:
where is the weights and (⋅) is the mapping function. Given the vector = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] , the likelihood function of the dataset can be obtained as follows:
where = diag( 1 , 2 , . . . , ), Δ is the variance matrix, and is the mean value vector, which can be described as follows:
Then, the marginal likelihood function of robust relevance vector machine can be obtained as follows:
In this study, Morlet wavelet function can be used as the kernel function of robust relevance vector machine, which can be described as follows [15, 16] :
It is sufficient to prove the inequality:
where
Experimental Analysis for Mine Gas Gushing Forecasting Based on Wavelet-Based Robust Relevance Vector Machine
In this section, the experimental data are employed to study the prediction ability for mine gas gushing of the proposed wavelet-based robust relevance vector machine. The five factors including buried depth of coal seam, thickness of coal seam, lithology of roof, thickness of bed rock, and ratio of sand and rock are used as the input features of the WRRVM model, and mine gas gushing is used as the output of the WRRVM model. Figure 1 gives the comparison of the prediction values of mine gas gushing between the WRRVM model and the RVM model trained by the five input features including buried depth of coal seam, thickness of coal seam, lithology of roof, thickness of bed rock, and ratio of sand and rock; Figure 2 gives the comparison of the prediction values of mine gas gushing between the WRRVM model and the RVM model trained by the four input features including buried depth of coal seam, thickness of coal seam, lithology of roof, and thickness of bed rock; Figure 3 of the proposed method in this paper. As the mean percentage prediction error of mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is less than 1.5%, and the mean percentage prediction error of mine gas gushing of the RVM model is more than 2.5%, it can be seen that the prediction accuracy for mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is better than that of the RVM model.
Conclusion
A wavelet-based robust relevance vector machine based on sensor data scheduling control for modeling mine gas gushing forecasting is presented in the paper. Morlet wavelet function can be used as the kernel function of robust relevance vector machine. As the mean prediction error of mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is less than 1.5%, and the mean prediction error of mine gas gushing of the RVM model is more than 2.5%, it can be seen that the prediction accuracy for mine gas gushing of the WRRVM model is better than that of the RVM model. Therefore, the WRRVM model is very suitable for mine gas gushing prediction.
